Eight-foot cross
grained panels allow
cabinet and fixture
makers to span
longer runs of
vertically grained
hardwood surfaces
without joinery.
States’ UpFront
cross grain panels
are available in
most popular wood
species and may be
ordered unfinished
or prefinished with
NOVA clear finishes.

MDF and ArmorCore.
Thicknesses run from
5/32" to 1-1/2."
All UpFront panels
conform to ANSI/
HPVA HP-1-2004
Standards for
Hardwood
and Decorative
Plywood.

FSC Certified and noadded-formaldehyde
constructions are also
available. Substrates
include hardwood
veneer, softwood
veneer, particleboard,

Eight-foot Cross Grained Panels
Span Longer Runs Without Joinery.

CROSS GRAINED HARDWOOD PLYWOOD PANELS

Ingenuity, It’s in everything we do.

States Industries offer most domestic hardwood species in
8’ X 4’ counterfront, or cross grain configurations. UPFRONT
panels are useful where longer horizontal runs of vertically
grained woods are specified, such as kitchen islands and
counter fronts. Using 8’ cross grain panels eliminates the
need for the joint created when panels with conventional grain
orientation are cut and rejoined to create long cross grained
surfaces.

Thickness and Core Constructions
UPFRONT panels are available in thicknesses from 5/32”
through 1½” to HPVA standards. Cores include Lauan, Fir
veneer, MDF, Particleboard and ArmorCore®. Not all cores
are available in all thicknesses. Cross Grain panels are
96” X 48” or optionally oversized and are fully sanded.

NOVA ® Prefinishing
States’ UPFRONT cross grained panels can be supplied with our trademarked NOVA ® finishes.
Currently prefinishing is limited to clear coatings. We are working to add NOVA® color finishing
capabilities to this product category in the future.

Applications
UPFRONT panels are frequently used in constructing kitchen islands where broad
spans of vertically grained woods are specified. They may also be used to face
reception counters or store fixtures, as well as in wainscotted wall panels. UPFRONT
panels provide a seamless vertically grained surface on spans up to eight feet wide.
Environmental Options
UPFRONT panels are available in CARB compliant and No-Added-Formaldehyde
configurations, as well as FSC or SFI certified.
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